Pitter Painter
Joy in Art Course Schedule
September to December 2022

Every Thursday:
Primary Painting (5-11 yars old)
3:30-4:30 pm

Drawing and Beyond (4-9 years old)
4:45-5:45 pm

15 September – 3 November
$2,730 for 7-lesson course
*No class on 20 October

10 November -22 December
$2,730 for 7-lesson course

All materials are included
in the course fee.

Enroll and pay by 27 October for a 5% discount.
(w) www.pitterpainterhk.com (wa)6885572161
(e)admin@pitterpainterhk.com (fb)@PitterPainter (ig)@pitterpainterhk

Unleash your child's creativity in an inspiring and nurturing atmosphere!
Children will have fun drawing, painting and letting their imagination run free!
In small art classes all over Hong Kong, children will be guided through
themed projects and taught the fundamentals of drawing, color mixing,
painting techniques and even some interesting bits of art history.
Pitter Painter painting classes are developmentally- appropriate and designed
to give children a central idea to start from and the room to take this idea as
far as their inspiration, little fingers and loads of paint will take them.

Painter Tots(18–36 months)
Through the tactile experience of painting, children will learn different
concepts first-hand. Each course revolves around a central theme and in
each lesson, we complete a unique painting. We play different painting
games and use a wide variety out-of-the-box tools and imaginative painting
techniques to make lines, shapes, colours, textures and more!
Kindy Painting (3-5 YRS)
Pitter Painter Kindy classes are exemplified by a cozy atmosphere where kids
have fun and personal creativity is applauded. We take project ideas,
inspired by the masters and the children’s interests, and turn the clock back a
few years to give your preschooler a painting class that’s made just for them.
Projects are creatively-themed and developmentally appropriate. Lessons in
art fundamentals are hands-on and disguised as something playful.
Primary Painting (5-11 YRS)
Primary-school aged children will have fun drawing, painting and letting their
imagination run free. In small classes, they will be guided through creativelythemed projects and taught the fundamentals of drawing, color mixing and
painting techniques and even some interesting bits of art history. Our lessons
are designed to give kids a central idea to start from and the room to take this
idea as far as their inspiration, little fingers and loads of paint will take them.
Drawing and Beyond (4-9 YRS)
Our Drawing and Beyond art class empowers little artists to bring their vision
to life by giving them the skills to wield their pencils with confidence and let
their imagination take shape. We’ll play doodle games, take on different
drawing different subjects each class and, in the process, intuitively learn
about composition, lines and form.

